“Sky is proud to become the new home of factual with our channels Sky Documentaries, Sky Nature and Sky HISTORY. These services will offer our customers an unrivalled destination for brand new, world-class programming as well as an extensive on demand library of the world’s best factual shows. It’s important to bring our customers closer to the content they love in the quickest and easiest way possible.”

Zai Bennett
Managing Director, Content – Sky UK & Ireland

These channels will be available to Sky customers for no extra charge and will also be available on NOW TV via the Entertainment Pass from 27 May.
sky documentaries will be the home of world-class, real-life stories from award-winning film makers, including HBO, SHOWTIME® and Hulu exclusives and new Sky original documentaries. With a mix of feature length documentaries and series that will challenge, provoke and entertain, the channel will house 100+ on demand titles. The channel will cover a wide range of topics from sport, to politics, to real-life controversies.
A Sky original documentary telling the incredible story of one of sports’ greatest ever comebacks. After undergoing four potentially career ending back surgeries and having confessed that he may never play competitive golf again, Tiger Woods returned to Augusta, where it all began 22 years previously, to confound his critics by dramatically winning his fifth Masters, his 15th Major and his own personal battle with his mind, his body and with the sport itself.
Four-part series providing a remarkably intimate portrait of a public woman. Hillary interweaves revealing moments from never-before-seen 2016 campaign footage with biographical chapters of her life. Featuring exclusive interviews with the Clinton family, Hillary, Bill and Chelsea, as well as friends and journalists, the series examines how she became both one of the most admired and vilified women in the world.
Executive produced by Mark Wahlberg, this six-part series chronicles the stranger-than-fiction story of an ex-cop turned security auditor called ‘Uncle Jerry’ who rigged the McDonald’s Monopoly game promotion for a decade, stealing millions of dollars and building a vast network of co-conspirators across the US. Featuring exclusive first-hand accounts and archival footage from the FBI agents who brought down the gaming scam, McDonald’s corporate executives and the culprits and prize-winners who profited from the complicated scheme.
SHUTDOWN: THE VIRUS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD

Brought to you by Sky News, this documentary traces the outbreak of the virus in China, followed by its rapid spread across the globe causing a global shutdown. Sky News’ team of award-winning correspondents and specialist reporters come together to provide eye witness testimony of the heart rending stories of the tragedies and triumphs of dealing with life and death in the pandemic. It brings exclusive behind the scenes analysis of the key political and scientific decisions that were taken by Number 10 as the crisis unfolded.

THE PLASTIC NILE

Brought to you by Sky News, this documentary follows award-winning correspondent Alex Crawford as she investigates the dire effects of plastic pollution on the world’s longest river: the Nile. This eye-opening investigation leads the team from the river’s source of Lake Victoria to the mouth of the Nile in Egypt. As they look into the knock-on effect of single-use plastic for the wildlife and millions of people who rely on the river for their survival, the revelations are even more disturbing than originally imagined.
This docuseries looks back on the Wu-Tang Clan’s career, combining intimate and reflective interviews from each of the nine living members with never-before-seen archival footage and performances. Their ingenuity and entrepreneurial spirit brought them together to overcome the poverty, violence and oppression of their New York neighbourhoods. But it was music and their shared lyrical genius that allowed them to form the most recognised musical movement in the world, all while walking the tightrope that links business with brotherhood.
A vibrant portrait of boxing legend Muhammad Ali told through the lens of his frequent appearances on the Emmy® Award-winning Dick Cavett Show. With natural charisma, quick wit and playful pugnacity, Ali was a perfect foil for the sophisticated broadcast host, and together they struck television gold. Whether discussing his prowess in the ring, the status of race relations in America or his controversial decision to refuse induction into the army during the Vietnam War, Ali was an entertaining and provocative guest, forming a fascinating time capsule in which the issues of the era play out between two men who created an unlikely and enduring bond.

ALI VS. CAVETT

This documentary series from Oscar®-nominated, Emmy® Award-winning director Matthew Heineman offers a visceral look at illicit industries, and tells the stories of those most affected by them. Season 1 goes inside the opioid epidemic, from cartel-controlled Mexico to heartland America where addicts and law enforcement combat the cycles of drug abuse. Season 2 centres on human trafficking and smuggling, following Central Americans on a perilous odyssey to the US, the shadow industries that prey on them, and law enforcement agents who try to stop them.

THE TRADE
Based on years of research and featuring brave testimonials from the athletes at the centre of the story, this powerful documentary reveals a dangerous system that prioritised winning over everything else, including protecting young female athletes. Through interviews with dozens of survivors, as well as coaches, lawyers and journalists, the film exposes an environment in which young women spent their youth competing for victory on a world stage, juxtaposed against a culture where abuse was hidden, and lives were forever damaged.

Academy Award®-winning director Alex Gibney looks back at the life of Apple founder Steve Jobs and his legacy. This probing and unflinching look at the life and aftermath of the bold, brilliant and at times ruthless iconoclast explores what accounted for the grief of so many when he died. The Man in the Machine is evocative and nuanced in capturing the essence of the Apple legend and his values, which continue to shape the culture of Silicon Valley to this day.
**Honeyland**

Honeyland follows the story of Hatidze, a woman who lives with her ailing mother in the mountains of Macedonia, and makes a living cultivating honey using ancient beekeeping traditions. When an unruly family moves in next door, what at first seems like a balm for her solitude becomes a source of tension as they, too, want to practice beekeeping, while disregarding her advice. **Honeyland** is an epic, visually stunning portrait of the delicate balance between nature and humanity that has something sweet for everyone.

---

**Ice on Fire**

Produced by Oscar®-winner Leonardo DiCaprio, George DiCaprio and Mathew Schmid and directed by Leila Conners, *Ice on Fire* is an eye-opening documentary that focuses on many never-before-seen solutions designed to slow down our escalating environmental crisis. The film goes beyond the current climate change narrative and offers hope that we can actually stave off the worst effects of global warming.

---

**Going Clear: Scientology and the Prison of Belief**

Academy Award®-winning director Alex Gibney turns his gaze to Scientology. This powerful documentary highlights the Church’s origins, from its roots in the mind of founder L. Ron Hubbard to its rise in popularity in Hollywood and beyond. The heart of the film is a series of shocking revelations by former insiders, including high-ranking and recognisable members as they describe the systematic history of abuse and betrayal by Church officials, including the current leadership of the Church.
Sky Nature will be home to breath-taking natural history programming, dedicated to exploring the beauty and wonder of the natural world and inspiring us all to do more to look after it. The channel will feature Sky original series, its existing David Attenborough collection and will be the home of Love Nature 4K’s programming in the UK.
A Sky original series following Patrick Aryee and an adorable cast of baby animal characters as they face their ultimate test; their first days, weeks and months on planet earth. From the outback of Australia to the Costa Rican coast, we watch as our tiny heroes overcome each new challenge. As the youngsters learn the life skills they need to survive, we witness the extraordinary devotion of animal parents, the sacrifices they make and their determination to protect the next generation.
In the deep heart of Africa lies a little known country called Malawi, a country on the frontline of both wildlife crime and wildlife rescue. These two worlds collide at Lilongwe Wildlife Centre where no two days are ever the same. As the only rescue centre in the whole of the country they deal with all wildlife emergencies and Amanda Salb, the head vet, is constantly on call. Amanda and the animal care team deal with everything from crazy baboons to snared zebras and injured rhinos, while also working with the National Parks to support conservation work and helping to confiscate animals from the illegal wildlife trade.

In Madagascar’s remote Berenty Reserve, battle lines are drawn as two ring-tailed lemur gangs face the mounting challenges of the dry season. Crystal is a good mother to son Tommy but as the fierce leader of the Ruins Gang, her reign of fear makes life hard for some of her subjects. The oldest mother under her command, deposed queen Erica, has her work cut out as a low status female: she has to keep her infant Kit alive and stay out of trouble. Rival gang queen Kati, leader of the ramshackle Museum Gang, has found a good food supply for her crew, but her battle-shy leadership style might put them all in danger.
The Hutchinson family leave their comfortable life in Sydney’s suburbs and set out to rewild a South African private hunting ranch called Pridelands. Mark and Sophie Hutchinson have a lifelong love of wild places and have forged careers in the great outdoors. They are determined to bring Africa’s Big Five back to Pridelands by tearing down the boundary fence with neighbouring Greater Kruger National Park. Their goal is to restore the overgrown habitat, create an eco-tourism ranch and allow the natural wildlife to move in.

**INTO THE WILD: INDIA**

*Into the Wild: India* will take the viewer on an enthralling journey through the magical wilderness of this fascinating country, showcasing some of its most iconic and spectacular species, as well as some surprising and enchanting less familiar creatures. Travelling from the jungles and grasslands of southern India, to the remote bare peaks of the Himalayas and from the dry, arid desert regions of the north-west, to the misty, perpetually wet rainforests of the Western Ghats.

**PRIDELANDS: WILDERNESS REBORN**

The Hutchinson family leave their comfortable life in Sydney’s suburbs and set out to rewild a South African private hunting ranch called Pridelands. Mark and Sophie Hutchinson have a lifelong love of wild places and have forged careers in the great outdoors. They are determined to bring Africa’s Big Five back to Pridelands by tearing down the boundary fence with neighbouring Greater Kruger National Park. Their goal is to restore the overgrown habitat, create an eco-tourism ranch and allow the natural wildlife to move in.
Our planet is made up of seemingly countless seas and oceans, yet to this day so many of their enigmas remain unexplored. Africa’s Underwater Wonders’ cameras dive into the depths unlike ever before, to explore the treasure trove of fauna, flora and vital ecosystems that make their home under the sea.

Africa’s most diverse ecosystems, important breeding grounds, critical migration paths and popular watering holes are on stunning display in Africa’s Wild Horizons as we journey across the Serengeti, down the Mara River and over the forests of Ruaha National Park.

The Mekong basin is one of the richest areas of biodiversity in the world, yet one of the most undiscovered. 20,000 plant species, 430 mammals, 1,200 birds, 800 reptiles and amphibians, and an estimated 850 freshwater fish species, are found in this very remote Asian region. A not-to-be-missed wildlife series that will truly be a feast for the eyes.
David Attenborough explores the wild and mysterious archipelago of Galapagos, a paradise where life has played out in isolation from the rest of the world.

GALAPAGOS
WITH DAVID ATTENBOROUGH

Sir David Attenborough explores the wild and mysterious archipelago of Galapagos, a paradise where life has played out in isolation from the rest of the world.

David Attenborough’s Kingdom of Plants

Head to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew with Sir David Attenborough as he reveals the astonishing secret life of plants.
Join Sir David Attenborough as he embarks on a journey into the past to explore the ancient world of the pterosaur, a remarkable flying monster that once ruled the skies.

Sir David Attenborough investigates the weird and wonderful lives of creepy-crawlies in this close-up look at the microscopic world of bugs.
sky HISTORY will tell ground-breaking stories full of colourful characters through a mix of award-winning, talent-led UK commissions, premium innovative documentaries and global hit franchise programming. Bursting with extraordinary stories and characters, Sky HISTORY will entertain you in unexpected and exciting ways.
From the producers of *Ancient Aliens* and *The Curse of Oak Island* comes the second venture into *The UnXplained*, a series that explores subjects that have mystified mankind for centuries. Hosted and executive produced by Golden Globe and Emmy® Award-winning actor William Shatner, each episode features compelling contributions from scientists, historians, witnesses and experiencers, each seeking to shed light on how the seemingly impossible can happen. From deadly cults, to prophesising future crimes, to mysteries surrounding extreme weather, *The UnXplained* delves into phenomena that conventional science is yet to answer for.
This three-part documentary will chip away at the bronzed and marbled image of America's first President and bring to life the man whose name is known to all, but whose epic story is understood by few. Narrated by Emmy® Award-winning actor Jeff Daniels and executive produced by world-renowned presidential historian and Pulitzer Prize®-winning bestselling author Doris Kearns Goodwin.
Forged in Fire tests some of the best in the field as they attempt to re-create some of history’s most iconic edged weapons. Former Army Ranger Wil Willis hosts the competition series that sees four master bladesmiths challenged in each episode to forge the swords, which are then tested by a panel of judges. The contestant who survives the elimination rounds and wins the episode’s contest earns $10,000 and the title of Forged in Fire champion.

SECRET WARS UNCOVERED

Digging deep into the archives and quizzing experts and journalists on the histories, this series takes the audience through some of the most controversial, covered up and shocking military operations since WWII. Through powerful animated graphics, we investigate the advanced weaponry and undercover strategies that assisted these secret operations. With the help of military experts and ex-army personnel we dig into what the SAS and CIA were really doing.
Using forensic testing and experimental archaeology, *Treasures Decoded* unlocks secrets that have remained hidden for centuries. It sheds new light on moments in history that have long been shrouded in myth-making and controversy. Is the golden raft found in a remote Columbian cave the key to a legendary city of gold? Is the Turin Shroud the world's oldest photograph? Can we finally say whose face adorns the great Sphinx? This series takes viewers on a riveting journey of discovery and revelation.

**Ancient Superstructures** reveals the secrets behind ancient marvels that are among the most studied and scrutinised monuments in the world and yet still remain shrouded in mystery. This ground-breaking series takes a unique approach in delving into engineering mysteries behind the world's most famous ancient structures, by observing them from different perspectives of scale. From satellite imagery and aerial views right down to macro and microscopic levels, each perspective reveals data that helps shed new light on historical and construction enigmas that have baffled historians for years.

Brand new standalone special episodes give new and existing viewers a crash course into some of the biggest mysteries of Oak Island. Featuring different guests, including William Shatner, each episode contains in depth and thought provoking discussions surrounding *The Curse of Oak Island*. Oak Island has intrigued treasure hunters for hundreds of years. Two brothers have bought the rights to much of the island so that they can attempt to crack the mystery of the curse and find the treasure. Using forensic testing and experimental archaeology, *Treasures Decoded* unlocks secrets that have remained hidden for centuries. It sheds new light on moments in history that have long been shrouded in myth-making and controversy. Is the golden raft found in a remote Columbian cave the key to a legendary city of gold? Is the Turin Shroud the world's oldest photograph? Can we finally say whose face adorns the great Sphinx? This series takes viewers on a riveting journey of discovery and revelation.
Secrets in the Ice goes to the most remote, cold and inhospitable places on the planet to reveal great mysteries that were once frozen in time. Merging CGI re-creations, advanced scanning technology and scientific research, the series investigates the curiosities that have been lost for millennia, or never seen before. This series explores how and why they ended up in the most desolate and distant corners of the planet, and contemplates what mysteries may still be concealed in the frozen depths.

Lost Gold of WWII

It is the last great mystery of WWII. The fabled Yamashita Treasure, a massive stash of gold bars and rubies worth billions is reportedly dumped in a cave by Japanese soldiers retreating from Allied forces. While the fortune has become a legend, many experts claim there is no evidence it ever existed. A dedicated group of investigators are resurrecting the dangerous search using cutting-edge technology in pursuit of the truth and unimaginable wealth.

Eating History

This series follows two friends, vintage food expert Old Smokey and collector Josh Macuga, on a quest to uncover, unbox and eat the oldest, most nostalgic and shocking foods to have survived history. They take viewers back in time to find foods believed to have been lost to the past, and with every bite they discover which eats have lasted the test of time, revealing forgotten eras and the stories they hold as they explore history through old food.